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City Performance Scorecards

Ambulance Response to Life-Threatening Emergencies

FIRE DEPARTMENT

FY2018-19 
Target: 90 percent of ambulances on-scene within 10 minutes 
Status: MEETING TARGET

FY2017-18 
Result: 93 percent of ambulances on-scene within 10 minutes

When someone calls 911 to request emergency medical services, first responders and ambulances fulfill different roles in the response. In a life-threatening
medical emergency, first responders providing basic and advanced life support (BLS/ALS) arrive first at the scene of the incident to treat the patient until an
ambulance arrives to transport the patient to the hospital, if necessary. According to policy set forth by San Francisco’s Emergency Medical Services Agency
ambulances should arrive at the scene of a life-threatening emergency medical incident within ten minutes 90 percent of the time.

AMBULANCE ON-TIME PERFORMANCE

HOW THE FIRE DEPARTMENT IS PERFORMING

In late summer 2014, ambulances were exceeding San Francisco’s standard of ten minutes to respond to a life-threatening emergency medical call. Under
the oversight of the Mayor’s and the Controller’s Office, the Department of Emergency Management (DEM) and the city’s three ambulance providers, San
Francisco Fire Department (SFFD) and private providers King-American and American Medical Response, convened working groups to troubleshoot
operational issues in the multi-provider system and develop shared performance metrics.
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FY18 Target: 90%
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Since the establishment of working groups, the ambulance on time performance (OTP) rate has steadily improved since the lowest rate of 76 percent in July
2014. Ongoing working group meetings serve to manage the system through the participation of all stakeholders, and resulting operational improvements,
such as additional SFFD staffing and coordinated scheduling between SFFD and the private providers, likely contributed to OTP improvement throughout
fiscal year 2015-16.

HOW PERFORMANCE IS MEASURED

The response interval is measured from the time a unit is dispatched to a call until the time that the unit arrives at the scene of the incident. OTP is calculate
using the percentage of calls that had an ambulance response interval time below the 10 minute time goal. Calls that were upgraded from Code 2 (non-life-
threatening) to Code 3 (life-threatening) en route to the scene are excluded from the calculation.

The number displayed on the scorecard page represents a fiscal year average of the response chart above.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

View response interval dashboards on San Francisco’s emergency medical response webpage.

DATA

Please visit DataSF for the scorecard data.

https://sfgov.org/scorecards/index.aspx?page=5377
http://sfemergencymedicalresponse.weebly.com/
https://data.sfgov.org/City-Management-and-Ethics/Scorecard-Measures/kc49-udxn

